
An opportunity

Change: a surprise, a shock, a thunderbot, a bombshe, an eye-opener, and a sudden unexpected event

We are now iving in a new and changing environment, thanks to the Coronavirus and COVD. Some of 

this change has had a detrimenta effect on us - money worries, job oss, fear for the safety of our oved 

ones and friends, anxiety and depression on the rise, and so much more. But these changing times have 

aso given us an unexpected opportunity. This opportunity is what  want to tak about today.

As the director of training,  teach the Basic Disabiity Advocacy Course here at CCDC. With the hep of 

professionas working in the disabiity community, we strive to give our students a broad understanding 

of how we navigate through the benefits, systems, and opportunities that are avaiabe for peope with 

disabiities. We aso tak about the barriers and roadbocks that meet us aong the way. At the end of the 

cass,  ask the students the foowing, "f the universe hands you an opportunity, how wi you respond?"

We, the universe has just handed us an enormous opportunity, and we choose to respond by saying we

do not intend to return to "norma" or go back to "the way things were." For some of us in the disabiity 

community and beyond, that standard meant being ess than - it was inequitabe. But emergency reforms 

have resuted in a rapid and profound transformation in programs, poicies, rues, and such - in some

cases, change that we have been working for years to create. And we have no intention of returning to 

where we were before the pandemic hit.

Change: transform, shift, modify, ater, repace, revise, reform, or substitute

Juie has been instrumenta in a ground-breaking piot program. This program matches peope wanting 

out of nursing homes who can't ive without assistance to individuas without homes and need jobs. By 

vetting and training, this program aims to meet the needs of both! When we tak about change - this 

program defines what we mean. And this is just one exampe of our vision of a "new norma" - one that

baances inequities and offers better opportunities for our most vunerabe popuations.

So, now that  have spun a pretty picture for you and shown you  hope) what we intend to do, we have 

an ask. We ask you to join your voice and strength with ours and buid this response into something 

great. What we are asking for isn't anything vast or overwheming, either.  have to admit that when Juie 

first described her idea for her piot program,  was overwhemed by the perceived enormity of it. t was 

too much for me to see how you accompish something of this magnitude. But, and see here is the point, 



 didn't have to.  did my sma part and amazing change happened. That is why  am saying we ony 

need you to take on a sma portion.

Each week on Wednesday afternoons and Thursday evenings, for just an hour, Dawn Howard has a 

working meeting of outreach messaging. You don't have to know anything going in. A you need to know 

is that you wi share part of the broader message that CCDC is working to spread. With your hep, we 

can buid this new norma into something fresh and more a-embracing, a-encompassing than before.

Pease, join us via zoom at  pm Wednesday and 7 pm on Thursday to earn more about how this works 

and to add your strength to others in the community. 

Finay, et me say thank you to a of those out there working to create a better word for everyone.  

know that sounds ofty, but everything positive you do in your day changes the word a itte bit and adds 

your itte bit to everyone ese.

The universe just handed you an opportunity. What is your response?  Let us know what you are doing to 

fix the word around you.

Change: to substitute one thing for another that is broken or no onger working as desired: convert, 

renew, rebuid, create, expand, construct - grow.


